ESCHATOLOGY: Between the lard of the Xinjiang yuan and ghee of the Kashmir rupee, the ...
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Between the lard of the Xinjiang yuan and ghee of the Kashmir rupee, the atheist yuan tastes better than the religious rupee. (September 10, 2020)

December 4, 2020

I will twiddle my thumbs while waiting for the violent protest of infuriated kaffirs of the Kaaba marches worldwide led by an incensed imam Imran Khan of Pakistan, furious jihadi Erdogan of Turkey, and mad mullah Mahathir of Malaysia. I will see how many Chinese embassies will be razed to the ground by enraged Muslim mobs.

Jagbir

Communism and Religion Can’t Coexist

Marx’s line about the ‘opium of the people’ only hints at the ideology’s hostility.

By Marion Smith (Wall Street Journal)
Aug. 29, 2019 7:22 pm ET

“Communist China is today’s worst offender. Since its founding, the People’s Republic of China has tried to control or eradicate every religion within its borders. Some, like Tibetan Buddhist monks, regularly face arrest, imprisonment or even death. Others, like Falun Gong practitioners, have their organs forcibly harvested for the benefit of party officials and foreign medical tourists. Christian churches are either shut down or forced to preach the party line. This includes the Catholic Church, which recently struck a deal with Beijing that allows the Chinese Communist Party to approve the selection of bishops and priests.

Modern communism’s inherent hatred of religion has perhaps found its most brutal demonstration in China’s treatment of the Muslim Uighurs. Since the time of Marx, the communist goal has always been the creation of a “new man.” That is the sole purpose of the so-called re-education camps in the province of Xinjiang. As many as three million Uighurs—more than a quarter of the population—have undergone political brainwashing in these camps. The goal is to strip them of their faith and culture, making them “fit” for the Chinese socialist system. As investigative scholar Adrian Zenz notes, those who are released from the “re-education” camps are most likely to be put into forced labor camps, which also continue to maintain regular ideological training in Marxist thought.
Most faiths call their adherents to look up past the things of this world. In communism, this world is all there is—a world of productivity and material goods, but nothing else. Thus the regimes that rule in its name seek to destroy the soul and deny any freedom of conscience. Faith, hope, charity and forbearance are dangerous ideas for a system that relies on fear and envy. And what is dangerous must be destroyed. To create the communist heaven on earth, the faithful must abandon their beliefs or endure a living hell.